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Some years ago it was shown by Ma that in the context of the electroweak standard model there
are, at the tree level, only three ways to generate small neutrino masses by the see-saw mechanism
via one effective dimension-five operator. Here we extend this approach to 3-3-1 chiral models
showing that in this case there are several dimension-five operators and we also consider their tree
level realization.
PACS number(s): 12.60.-i, 14.60.Pq
I. INTRODUCTION
Although recent data on neutrino oscillation experi-
ments [1–3] strongly suggest that neutrinos have nonzero
small masses the issue of explaining its tiny value is still
an open question. Several years ago it was noted by
Weinberg [4] and independently by Wilczek and Zee [5],
that the neutrinos may acquire naturally small Majorana
masses through dimension-five effective operators like
lciaL ljbLΦ
(m)
k Φ
(n)
l (fabmnǫikǫjl + f
′
abmnǫijǫjl), (1)
being the couplings f and f ′ of the order of Λ−1, where
Λ is a large effective mass related to new physics. When
the neutral component of the scalar doublet Φ develops
its vacuum expectation value (VEV), 〈φ〉, it will produce
the following mass matrix for the neutrinos
Mν =
f〈φ〉2
Λ
, (2)
and since 〈φ〉 is of the order of 100 GeV, small Majo-
rana neutrino masses are generated if Λ > 1013 GeV.
The interesting point in Eq. (2) is that the lightness of
the neutrino masses are generated via new physics at an
energy scale Λ≫ G−1/2F . This is the usual see-saw mech-
anism [6]. The realizations of that operator inside the
standard model (SM) were already investigated by Ma
in Ref. [7]. There it was sketched all the ways such op-
erator can be realized at the tree and one loop level.
Here we re-derive step by step such realizations and ex-
tend the analysis to 3-3-1 chiral models [8–10] in which,
like in the SM, neutrinos are massless unless we add
right-handed neutrinos or break the lepton number. In
this vain, after SuperKamiokande results, several suit-
able modifications of the model were already proposed in
order to generate the neutrino masses [11,12].
In this work we will build in the framework of the 3-3-1
models an effective dimension-five operator that leads to
see-saw neutrino masses and then investigate how it can
be realized at the tree and one loop level. Although it
was noted in the early references [4,5] that it is neces-
sary to renormalize these effective operators, we will not
address this issue here [13].
The outline of this work is the following. In section II
we review the several ways to generate such sort of op-
erators in the context of the standard model. In section
III we consider the generation of those operators in the
3-3-1 model. Our conclusion will appear in section IV.
II. SEE-SAW TREE LEVEL REALIZATION IN
THE STANDARD MODEL
In the context of the standard model with only the lep-
ton doublets ΨaL = (νaL, laL)
T , a = e, µ, τ , and a scalar
doublet Φ = (φ+, φ0)T , there are only three possibilities
for implementing naturally small neutrino masses with
dimension-five effective operators [7]. On the other hand,
if we add new leptons a new possibility arises. They are
the following:
I) ΨaL and Φ form a fermion singlet, so that the effec-
tive interaction is
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Leff1F =
fab
Λ
[ǫ(Ψc)aR Φ][ǫ(Ψc)bR Φ] +H.c.
=
fab
Λ
(
(νc)aR φ
0 − (lc)aR φ+
) (
νbLφ
0 − lbLφ+
)
+ H.c., (3)
ǫ denotes the antisymmetric SU(2) tensor and we have
suppressed SU(2) indices. The tree level realization of
this effective operator is achieved by the introduction
of one or more neutral right-handed singlets, say NbR,
which produces the usual see-saw mechanism [6], and it
is linked to the standard left-handed neutrinos through
the interaction
fabΨ¯aLΦ˜NbR +H.c., (4)
with Φ˜ = iτ2Φ∗, this interaction and the bare mass term
for NR, (NaR)cMRabNbR, leads to the following Dirac-
Majorana matrix
(
0 MTD
MD MR
)
, (5)
in the basis (νL , (NR)
c)T . The matrix above, after di-
agonalization, gives the following expression for the neu-
trino masses:
Mν =M
T
DM
−1
R MD. (6)
From Eq. (6) we recover Eq. (2) by choosing MD =
f〈φ〉 and taking MR = Λ, obtaining in this way the
canonical see-sawmechanism, or the now called type I [6],
which is the usual realization of the effective operator in
Eq. (1) found in the literature. Notice that the see-saw
here is a relation among fermion masses and NR could be
the right-handed neutrinos νR. Its realization is depicted
in Fig. 1 with the replacements NR → νR and 〈Φ〉 → 〈φ〉.
II) ΨaL and ΨbL form a scalar triplet with the effective
interaction
Leff3S =
fab
Λ
(Ψc)aRΨbL(ǫΦ · ǫΦ) +H.c.
=
fab
Λ
[(νc)aRνbLφ
0φ0 − 2φ0φ+(ν¯caRlbL + l¯caRνbL)
+ l¯caRlbLφ
+φ+] +H.c.. (7)
The tree level realization in this case is obtained by in-
troducing a complex (Y = 2) scalar triplet (ξ++, ξ+, ξ0)
or, in matrix notation [14,15],
~τ · ~Ξ =
(
ξ+
√
2ξ++√
2ξ0 −ξ+
)
. (8)
In this case we have the interaction between the triplet
Ξ and the usual leptons,
fabΨ¯
c
aL(ǫ~τ · Ξ)ΨbL +H.c. (9)
From the expression above Ξ must carry two units of
lepton number. After the triplet develops a VEV the
neutrinos gain masses which are given by the following
expression:
Mνab = fab〈ξ0〉. (10)
Differently from the type I see-saw mechanism here
the suppression must come from 〈ξ0〉(≡ 〈ξ〉). For this we
have to study the scalar potential of the model. The com-
plete scalar potential composed by the standard Higgs
doublet Φ and the triplet Ξ is:
V (φ, ξ) = µ2φΦ
†Φ+ µ2ΞΞ
†Ξ + λφ(Φ†Φ)2 + λΞ(Ξ†Ξ)2
λΞφΞ
†ΞΦ†Φ +MΞΦTΞ†Φ, (11)
where the last term breaks explicitly the lepton number.
The stationary conditions for this potential gives the fol-
lowing constraint equations:
〈φ〉(µ2φ + λφ〈φ〉2 + λξφ〈ξ〉2) = 0,
〈ξ〉(µ2ξ + λξ〈ξ〉2 + λξφ〈φ〉2) +Mξ〈φ〉2 = 0. (12)
Assuming that |µξ| ∼ Mξ ≫ 〈φ〉, with µ2ξ < 0, the sec-
ond constraint equations provides the following relation
between the vacua of the model:
〈ξ〉 ∼ 〈φ〉
2
Mξ
. (13)
Substituting Eq. (13) in Eq. (10) we get the see-saw
mass relation for neutrinos,
Mνab =
fab〈φ〉2
Mξ
. (14)
If the triplet ξ belongs to some GUT, we can recognize
Mξ as the high scale Λ. This is the so called type II see-
saw mechanism [16]. Notice that in this type of see-saw a
very heavy scalar could develop a very tiny vacuum [7,17],
differently of the type I see-saw where a very heavy right-
handed neutrino induces tiny mass to the light neutrinos.
The tree level realization of this mechanism is shown in
Fig. 2.
III) ΨaL and Φ form a fermion triplet with Y = 0 and
the effective Lagrangian is then written as:
Leff3F =
fab
Λ
[(Ψc)aR · Φ](ǫΨbL · ǫΦ) +H.c.
=
fab
Λ
[ν¯caRlbLφ
+φ0 − (ν¯caRφ0 + l¯caRφ+)
(lbLφ
+ + νbLφ
0) + l¯caRνbLφ
+φ0] +H.c.. (15)
In this case, the tree level realization is based on the
introduction of the Y = 0 triplet of leptons [18]:
~τ · ~∆L =
(
N
√
2P+√
2P− −N
)
L
. (16)
This triplet is linked to the standard model content by
the interaction
2
fa
[
Φ˜T~τ · ~∆L (ΨaL)c +ΦT (~τ ·∆L)cΨaL
]
+H.c., (17)
where Φ˜ = ǫΦ∗. The interaction in Eq. (17), together
with the mass term M∆(∆L)c∆L, yields the mass ma-
trix, in the basis (νaL, NL)
T ,
(
0 ML
ML M∆
)
. (18)
Notice that in this case MaL = fa〈φ〉 is not an ar-
bitrary mass matrix, hence, after diagonalization, two
neutrinos are massless and two have non-zero masses at
the tree level. One of the massive neutrinos has a mass
proportional toM∆ and the other one ∼ fa〈φ〉2/M∆ [18].
Although this is also a see-saw relation we see that the
neutrino mass spectrum is different from that of the gen-
eral see-saw mechanism, since two of them are massless
at the tree level. Notice also that the interactions in
Eq. (17) violate explicitly the lepton number. This is
the third possibility of realization at the tree level of the
effective dimension-five operator that leads to a see-saw
relation for the neutrino masses. Even though it leads to
the same see-saw relation, as the last two most explored
mechanisms explicited in I) and II), this mechanism has
not been widely appreciated in literature. It is depicted
in Fig. 1 with NR replaced by (NL)
c.
An interesting version of the model in which we ob-
tain a general see-saw mass matrix is the one where
we identify NL as being (ν
c)L and add three triplets
∆aL, a = e, µ, τ ; since in this case ML = fab〈φ〉, we
can have a neutrino mass matrix as in Eq. (6) in the
canonical see-saw mechanism.
Unlike the other two types of see-saw mechanisms, in
the present one we must verify if this fermion triplet ∆
does not lead to any implication in the charged lepton
masses. The general mass matrix in the charged lep-
ton sector is rather complicated since the interactions in
Eq. (17) together with the standard Yukawa interaction
λΨ¯LΦlR lead to the following charged lepton matrix in
the basis (lL, PL):
(l¯L P¯L)
(
MD ML
0 M∆
)(
lR
PR
)
, (19)
where MDab = λab〈φ〉. With MaL = fa〈φ〉 (or ML =
fab〈φ〉 if we add three triplets) we see that the mass ma-
trix in Eq. (19) can be only easily diagonalized if we as-
sume thatMD is diagonal. For more details see Ref. [18].
IV) However, if we extent the particle content of the
standard model, another possibility is that ΨcaR and Φ
form a non-Hermitian fermionic triplet with Y = 2.
In this case, although it is not possible to built an ef-
fective operator of the form given in Eq. (3), we can
introduce a fermionic non-Hermitian (Y = 2) triplet
Ω = (ω++, ω+, ω0) or
~τ · ~Ω =
(
ω+
√
2ω++√
2ω0 −ω+
)
L
, (20)
so that we have the interactions
fa
[
ΦT~τ · ~ΩL (ΨaL)c + Φ˜T (~τ · ΩL)cΨaL
]
+H.c., (21)
which together with a mass term MΩ(Ωc)RΩL give a
mass matrix of the form in Eq. (5) with MR → MΩ.
Next, we introduce the right-handed doublets as ψaR =
(N,E−)aR ∼ (2,−1), and so it is possible to have
Leff4F =
fab
Λ
(
ΨaL · Φ
) (
ψbR · Φ˜
)
+H.c. (22)
Notice that, even if the first three ways of realization
of the effective dimension-five operator at tree level are
very different, in the end the neutrino masses receive the
same expression in the form of the see-saw relation pre-
sented in Eq. (2). In the fourth way it is also possible to
generate such a mass matrix but only at the tree level if
we do not restrict ourselves to the usual leptonic repre-
sentation content. The only context in which they can
be distinguished is by their consequences at high energy
once the type I see-saw favors SO(10) and type II and III
favor SU(5) in 15 and 24 representation respectively. In
fact, the first one has been more studied in the literature
and it was in this context that the see-saw mechanism
was proposed [6]. The scalar triplet has also been largely
consider in literature [14]. Both alternatives can be im-
plemented more naturally in the context of the standard
model or in some of its extensions since, for instance, the
introduction of neutral singlets leaves the model more
symmetric relatively to quarks and leptons, or because
the scalar representation content is not constrained by
the gauge invariance. This is not the case with the lep-
ton triplet. However, recently it has been shown that in
a 3-3-1 supersymmetric model [19] there is a fermionic
non-hermitian triplet under the 3-2-1 symmetry that is
part of a sextet of higgssinos transforming as (6, 0) under
SU(3)L ⊗ U(1)N .
III. THE EFFECTIVE DIMENSION-FIVE
OPERATOR AND ITS REALIZATION IN 3-3-1
CHIRAL MODELS
In this section we build the effective dimension-five op-
erator in the context of 3-3-1 chiral models and its real-
izations at the tree and the 1-loop level. We employ the
same approach used for the realizations of Eq. (2) in the
SM outlined in the last section. As in the SM, in the
minimal 3-3-1 model [8], or in some of its extensions [12],
neutrinos are strictly massless due to the conservation of
the total lepton number. In these models all leptons come
only in triplets. In one version of this model, to generate
the mass of all the particle content of the model, three
triplets η, ρ, χ and a sextet S of scalars are required.
We have at least two triplets, the leptonic one ΨaL =
(νaL, laL, l
c
aL)
T and the scalar one η = (η0, η−1 , η
+
2 )
T ,
3
both transforming like (3, 0) under the electroweak gauge
symmetry SU(3)L⊗U(1)N . Hence, we can form bilinears
like Ψ¯η = 3¯⊗ 3 = 1A ⊕ 8 or Ψη = 3⊗ 3 = 3¯A ⊕ 6S . In
this case we will have the following possibilities for the
effective interactions:
A) Ψ and η form a fermion singlet, and the effective
operator is written as
Leff1F =
fab
Λ
[η†(Ψc)aR][η†ΨbL] +H.c.
=
fab
Λ
(ν¯caRη
0∗ + l¯caRη
+
1 + l¯aRη
−
2 )
(νbLη
0∗ + lbLη+1 + l
c
bLη
−
2 ) +H.c. (23)
At the tree level we can realize this situation by intro-
ducing again one or more neutral fermion singlets, NbR’s,
and it is also a realization of the usual see-saw mecha-
nism. This is in fact equivalent to the case I) in the
previous section. Like there the intermediate heavy par-
ticle here should be a right-handed neutrino, νR. The
realization of this operator with νR is similar to that in
Fig. 1 with 〈φ〉 replaced by 〈η〉. The heavy right-handed
neutrinos are linked with νL by a term like this one:
fabΨ¯aLη νbR +H.c, (24)
which together with the mass term MRν¯
c
RνR leads to the
mass matrix defined in Eq. (5) in the basis (νL, (νR)
c)
with MDab = fab〈η〉.
B) Next, we can form with ΨaL and η an octet of
leptons if we define the traceless matrix,
M¯ jai = (Ψ
c)aiR η
†j − 1
3
δji ((Ψ
c)aR · η†), (25)
where i, j denote SU(3) indices. The effective interaction
is in this case given by
Leff8F =
fab
Λ
Tr(M¯aMb) +H.c.
=
fab
Λ
[
1
9
(2ν¯cqRη
0∗ − l¯caRη+1 − l¯aRη−2 )(2νbLη0 − lcbLη−1 − lbLη+2 ) + ν¯caRνb:(η+1 η−1 + η+2 η−2 )
+ l¯caRlbL(η
0∗η0 + η+2 η
−
2 ) +
1
9
(2l¯caRη
+
1 − ν¯caRη0∗ − l¯aRη−2 )(2lcbLη−1 − νbLη0 − lbLη+2 ) + l¯caRlcbLη−2 η+1
+ l¯aRlbL(η
0∗η0 + η+1 η
−
1 ) +
1
9
(2l¯aRη
−
2 − l¯caRη+1 − ν¯caRη0∗)(2lbLη+2 − lcbLη−1 − νbLη0)] +H.c. (26)
Hence we need a heavy fermion octet transforming as
(1,8, 0) under the 3-3-1 factors,
HL =

 N1 P
+
1 P
+
2
P−3 N2 X
0
1
P−4 X
0
2 N


L
, (27)
where N = −N1 −N2. We have the interaction
fa[(ΨaL)cHLη + η
† (HL)cΨaL] +H.c., (28)
omitting SU(3) indices. There is also the bare mass term
MH(HL)cHL. These interactions produce a mass matrix
for the neutral sector like that in Eq. (18), but now with
MaL = fa〈η〉 and M∆ → MH . Two neutrinos remain
massless and two gain masses. The tree level realization
of this mechanism can be seen in Fig. 1 with NR replaced
by (N1,2L)
c and 〈φ〉 replaced by 〈η〉. However, if we in-
troduce three of such octets and identify, say N1aL with
(νc)aL, a = e, µ, τ , we can generate a general see-saw
mass matrix like in Eq. (5) since now MLab = fab〈η〉.
Notice that although this case is the analog of the case
III) in the previous section, i.e., an hermitian, Y = 0,
fermion triplet; it is also a realization of the case IV)
where there is a non-Hermitian, Y = 2, fermion triplet
under SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y .
As in the case of the leptonic triplet in the standard
model, the mass matrix of the charged lepton sector is
complicated. Let us assume, for simplicity, that the mass
matrix of the standard charged leptons, generated at low
energy in the basis of the 3-3-1 symmetries, is diagonal
and let us call it Ml, and for the mass matrix of the
charged leptons, P1 and P2, matrix MH . With these
assumptions and the terms in Eq. (28), we have the fol-
lowing 5× 5 matrix in the basis (lL, P1L, P2L):
(
Ml Mη
0 MH
)
. (29)
As in the case III) in the previous section, the diagonal-
ization of this matrix is complicated unless we assume
that Ml is diagonal, in this case the usual leptons de-
couple completely from the heavy ones, being the mass
matrix of the former Ml and that for the heaviest MH .
C) Finally, we have the possibility that ΨcaR and ΨbL
form a symmetric sextet. In this case we have
Leff6s =
fab
Λ
((Ψc)aRΨbLη
†η†) +H.c., (30)
and the tree level realization is the introduction of the
usual sextet (6, 0) [8]. Notice that the triplet ǫijkΨ¯
c
jΨk is
4
not realized since the respective triplet ǫilmηlηm = 0.
However, the symmetric sector can contribute for the
masses of the charged leptons and also generate the neu-
trino masses by loop effects.
In this case the tree level realization requires a scalar
sextet, S:
S =


s′ s
−
1√
2
s+
2√
2
s−
1√
2
s−−3
s√
2
s+
2√
2
s√
2
s++4

 ∼ (1,6, 0). (31)
The sextet S is linked to the leptons by the interaction:
fabΨ¯
c
aSΨb +H.c. (32)
When the neutral component s′ of the sextet S develops
a VEV, the neutrino mass matrix get the following form:
Mνab = fab〈s′〉. (33)
The next step is to show how 〈s′〉 gets a tiny value.
For this we need to develop the scalar potential of the
model taking into account the explicit terms that violate
the lepton number. Let us first write the scalar potential
that conserves the lepton number:
V (η, ρ, χ, S) = µ2ηη
†η + µ2ρρ
†ρ+ µ2χχ
†χ+ µ2STr(S
†S) + λ1(η†η)2 + λ2(ρ†ρ)2 + λ3(χ†χ)2
+ (η†η)
(
λ4(ρ
†ρ) + λ5(χ†χ)
)
+ λ6(ρ
†ρ)(χ†χ) + λ7(ρ†η)(η†ρ) + λ8(χ†η)(η†χ) + λ9(ρ†χ)(χ†ρ)
+ λ10Tr(S
†S)2 + λ11
(
Tr(S†S)
)2
+
(
λ12(η
†η) + λ13(ρ†ρ)
)
Tr(S†S) + λ14(χ†χ)Tr(S†S)
+
(
λ15ǫ
ijk(χ†S)iχjηk + λ16ǫijk(ρ†S)iρjηk + λ17ǫijkǫlmnηnηkSliSmj +H.c.
)
+ λ18χ
†SS†χ
+ λ19η
†SS†η + λ20ρ†SS†ρ. (34)
Here, for the sake of simplicity, we impose in the scalar
potential the symmetry χ→ −χ in order to avoid other
trilinear terms besides the one that will generate the see-
saw mechanism. There are also four terms permitted by
the 3-3-1 gauge symmetry which violate explicitly the
lepton number, but for what concern us here we just will
consider only one of them:
MSη
TS†η. (35)
Adding this term to the potential in Eq. (34), we find
the following stationary condition on the VEV of the
scalar field s′:
〈s′〉
[
µ2S + λ10〈s〉2 + (
λ12
2
+
λ19
2
)〈η〉2 + λ13
2
〈ρ〉2 + λ14
2
〈χ〉2 + (λ10 + λ11
2
)〈s′〉2
]
+MS〈η〉2 = 0. (36)
We will consider here the case when the charged lep-
tons gain masses, not through a sextet but via the intro-
duction of a heavy charged lepton [20]. In this case the
sextet can be very heavy. For instance, we can assume
µ2S < 0 and that |µS | = MS ≫ 〈η〉, 〈ρ〉, 〈χ〉, so that we
have from Eq. (36):
〈s′〉 ≃ 〈η〉
2
MS
, (37)
which gives the following expression to the neutrino mass
matrix:
Mνab = fab
〈η〉2
MS
. (38)
This is a see-saw mass relation and its realization is equal
to that in Fig. 2 with 〈ξ〉 replaced by 〈s′〉 and 〈φ〉 replaced
by 〈η〉. It is the equivalent to the type II see-saw mecha-
nism discussed in II) in the last section and in Ref. [17]
where it was assumed that the sextet also gives mass to
the charged leptons but the dominant energy scale is 〈χ〉.
A sextet like that in Eq. (31) disposes of a second neu-
tral component, s, which may contribute to the charged
lepton masses when developing a VEV. However it will
not give a large contribution to the charged lepton masses
as we can see in the following. From its stationary con-
dition we get the constraint equation:
5
〈s〉
[
µ2S + λ10〈s′〉2 + (
λ12
2
− λ17)〈η〉2 + (λ13
2
+
λ20
4
)〈ρ〉2 + (λ14
2
+
λ18
4
)〈χ〉2 + (λ11
2
+ λ10)〈s〉2
]
+
λ15
2
√
2
〈η〉〈χ〉2 − λ16
2
√
2
〈η〉〈ρ〉2 = 0, (39)
which gives the following expression to its vacuum:
〈s〉 ≃ 〈η〉〈χ〉
2
µ2S
. (40)
It implies 〈s〉 ≪ 〈s′〉 which turn insignificant its contri-
bution to the charged lepton masses in relation to other
sources in low energy. Notwithstanding, in the present
case the charged leptons got mass through the mixing
with a heavy charged lepton [9].
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have analyzed the realization at the tree level of an
effective dimension-five operator that generates see-saw
masses to the neutrinos and have added a new tree level
implementation of the see-saw mechanism in the context
of the standard electroweak model. From our analysis we
can say that all the ways of realizing such operator in the
standard model can be easily implemented in the 3-3-1
model as well. In particular the case IV) of Sec. II is re-
alized in the context of the 3-3-1 model when a fermion
octet is added as described in the case B) in Sec. III.
Finally, we would like to mention that at the one loop
level the effective operator of the sort given in Eq. (1) is
also easily implemented. Two simple cases are shown in
Figs. 3 and 4, but they imply an extension of the 3-3-1
model by adding a pair of exotic lepton singlets. Only
the second model is favored by phenomenology. Also we
should stress that, except in case B) the neutrinos and
charged lepton masses share a common set of parameters
which leave such scenarios interesting.
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FIG. 1. Tree level realization of the effective dimension-five operator through a heavy neutrino.
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FIG. 2. Tree level realization of the effective dimension-five operator through a heavy scalar.
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FIG. 3. One loop realization of the effective dimension-five operator
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FIG. 4. Another one loop realization of the effective dimension-five operator.
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